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Abstract 
Kazhdan-Lusztig and R-polynomials have applications to algebra, topology, and representation 
theory. Although t ey were originally defined in terms of Hecke algebras, there are purely 
combinatorial ways to compute them. In this paper we survey two of them, as well as the 
main combinatorial properties of the Kazhdan-Lusztig and R-polynomials, and we present some 
combinatorial conjectures and open problems about them. We also provide several examples, 
and references for further reading. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
In their fundamental paper [18] Kazhdan and Lusztig defined, for every Coxeter 
group W, a family of polynomials, indexed by pairs of elements of W, which have 
become known as the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of W (see, e.g., [17, Ch. 7]). 
These polynomials re intimately related to the Bruhat order of W and to the algebraic 
geometry of Schubert varieties, and have proven to be of fundamental importance in 
representation theory. In order to prove the existence of these polynomials, Kazhdan 
and Lusztig defined another family of polynomials (see [18, Section 2]) which are 
intimately related to the multiplicative structure of the Hecke algebra associated to 
W. These polynomials are now known as the R-polynomials of W (see, e.g., [17, 
Section 7.5]) and their importance stems mainly from the fact that their knowledge is 
equivalent to that of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. 
While Kazhdan-Lusztig and R-polynomials are usually defined algebraically in terms 
of Hecke algebras (see, e.g., [17]), or through complicated combinatorial recursions 
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(see, e.g., [18, Section 2.2]), in recent years simpler combinatorial rules to compute 
them have been found. These rules not only make these objects more concrete, and 
accessible to a wider audience, but also make it easier to apply combinatorial reasoning 
and techniques to them. Since these polynomials are still not very well understood (see, 
e.g., [10, p. 95]) and several conjectures and open problems exist about them, many 
of a combinatorial nature, we feel that these combinatorial rules are worthy of further 
investigation. Unfortunately, while the rules themselves are purely combinatorial, the 
proofs of their correctness are not and are usually very technical. 
In this paper we survey and illustrate two of these rules, and we present some 
intriguing conjectures and open problems on the polynomials (some old and some 
new) together with t e evidence that exists for them. To help the reader get a better 
feeling for these conjectures and problems, we have included two sections which sur- 
vey the main combinatorial properties which are known for the Kazhdan-Lusztig and 
R-polynomials. Our goal is to make the material more easily accessible and under- 
standable by stripping it of all the technical details that the original papers contain and 
by illustrating it with several examples, while at the same time providing references 
for further eading for the interested reader. We only treat the symmetric groups since 
the material is particularly interesting, especially from a combinatorial point of view, 
in this case. Our hope is that this paper will stimulate combinatorial research on these 
polynomials for the symmetric groups, since we firmly believe that they hide a wealth 
of beautiful and deep combinatorial results. 
The organization of the paper is very simple and is as follows. In the next section 
we collect some notation, definitions, and results, that will be needed in the rest of 
the paper. In Section 3 we describe in detail a combinatorial rule for the computation 
of the R-polynomials of the symmetric groups. In Section 4 we survey some of the 
main combinatorial properties that are known for these R-polynomials. In Section 5 
we describe in detail a combinatorial rule for the computation of the Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials of the symmetric groups, and in Section 6 we survey some of the main 
combinatorial properties hat are known for them. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss 
several conjectures and open problems on the Kazhdan-Lusztig and R-polynomials, 
together with the evidence that exists in their support. It should be noted that, because 
of their importance in so many different fields of mathematics, it is almost impossible to 
survey all of the combinatorial properties that are known for the Kazhdan-Lusztig and 
R-polynomials of the symmetric groups. While we have tried to be as comprehensive 
as possible in Sections 4 and 6, we make no claims in this direction. 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
In this section we collect some definitions, notation and results that will be used in 
the rest of this paper. We let P de=f {1,2,3 .... }, N def PU{0}, and Z be the set of 
dof ~) integers; for aEN we let [a] de=f {1,2 .... ,a} (where [0] -- . Given n, mEP,  n<~m, 
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we let In, m] de=f [ml \ [n -  1]. We write S={al,...,ar}< to mean that S={al,...,ar} 
and ai < ".. <a~. The cardinality of a set A will be denoted by IAI. Given a polynomial 
P(q), and i E N, we will denote by [qi](p(q)) the coefficient of qi in P(q). 
Given a set T we let S(T) be the set of all bijections 1 t :T~ T, and S, a el S([n]). If 
aES(T) and T ~f {tl . . . . .  t~}< C_P then we write a=al ...(Yr tO mean that a(t i )=ai ,  
for i=  1 . . . . .  r. If aES, then we also write a in disjoint cycle form (see, e.g., [25, 
p. 17]) and we will usually omit to write the 1-cycles of a. For example, if 
def 
a=365492187 then we also write a=(9,7 ,  1,3,5)(2,6). Given a, zES~ we let az = 
a o ~ (composition of functions) so that, for example, (1,2) (2, 3) = (1,2, 3). 
We will follow [25, Ch. 3], for notation and terminology concerning partially ordered 
sets. In particular, we say that a finite graded poset P with 6 and 1 is Eulerian 
if #(x, y) = ( -  1 )p(y)-p(x) for all x, y E P, x ~< y, where p : P ~ N is the rank function 
of P. Recall (see, e.g., [25, Section 3.14, p. 138], or [26, Section 2, p. 190]) that to 
any Eulerian poset P as above there are associated two polynomials, denoted f(P; q) 
and g(P; q), defined inductively as follows: 
(i) if IPI = 1 then f(P;q) ~ g(P;q) de=f 1; 
(ii) i fP  has rank n+ 1~>1 and f(P;q)= y]i>~okiq i then 
g(p;q)  de_f Ln/~ j (k i _ ki_l)qi (1) 
i=o 
(where k-i de_f 0); 
(iii) if P has rank n + 1 >/. 1 then 
f(p;q) aef ~ g([O,a];q)(q- 1) "-p(~). (2) 
~cP\(f} 
The polynomials f(P; q) and g(P; q) were introduced in [26] and are two very subtle 
invariants of the Eulerian poset P (see [25, Section 3.14; 26, Sections 2, 3] for further 
information). We call g(P;q) the g-polynomial of P, and (h0 .... ,hn), where hi de=f 
[q~-i](f(p;q)), for i=0  . . . . .  n, the h-vector of P. 
Given a E Sn we let 
D(a) de_f {i E In -- 1]: a ( i )>a( i  + 1)}, 
d(~) = ID(~r)] 
and 
l(g) def inv(a) def i{(a,b ) E [n] × [n]: a<b, a(a)>a(b)} I. 
For example, if a=615243 then l (a )=9 and D(a)={(1,3,5)}.  We call D(a) the 
descent set of ~r and say that a has d(a) descents. We denote by e the identity of Sn. 
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Fig. 1. The Bruhat order on $3. 
We will always assume that Sn is partially ordered by (strong) Bruhat order. Recall 
(see, e.g., [23, Ch. 1]) that this means that x<~y if and only if there exist rEN 
and al,bl . . . . .  ar, br E [n] such that (ar, b r ) . . . (a l ,b l )x=y and l((ai, b i ) . . . (a l ,b l )x )> 
l((ai_ l, bi- 1 ). . .  (al, bl )x) for i = 1 . . . . .  r. For example, the Hasse diagram of the Bruhat 
order on $3 is shown in Fig. 1. It is well known (see, e.g., [1, Corollary 1]) that 
intervals of Sn (and their duals) are Eulerian posets. 
The following characterization f the Bruhat order of Sn is well known, and will 
be used often i  this work. We refer the reader to, e.g., [23, Ch. 1], for a proof. For 
0" E S~, and i E [n], let 
{0"i,, . . . . .  ai, i}< de=f {a(1) . . . . .  0-(i)}. (3) 
Theorem 2.1. Let 0", ~ E Sn. Then 0" <. z if and only if 0"i,j << zi,j for all 1 <.j <. i <<. n - 1. 
For example, if a=4123 and z=2431 then (O'1'1,62'1,O -2,2 . . . . .  0"3,3)= (4, 1,4, 1,2,4) 
and (~l,l,z2'l,z2,a . . . . .  T3,3)=(2,2,4,2,3,4) and hence a and T are incomparable in 
Bruhat order. 
As stated in Section 1, the object of this paper is to describe two combinatorial 
rules for the computation of the Kazhdan-Lusztig and R-polynomials of the symmetric 
groups and to survey the main combinatorial facts and open problems about hem. Since 
these combinatorial rules can be taken as definitions of these polynomials, we will not 
define them here, but refer the interested reader to [17, Ch. 7], for their (usual) defin- 
tion. For the moment, we only say that the Kazhdan-Lusztig and R-polynomials are 
two families of polynomials (in one variable) indexed by pairs of permutations, which 
we will denote (as customary) by {P~,~(q)}~,~sn and {R~,~(q)}~,~sn, respectively. 
Thus, we will write, for example, R1243,a231(q) and Pe,(~,n)(q). We say that p(q)E Z[q] 
is an R-polynomial (respectively, a Kazhdan-Luszti# polynomial) if there are n E P 
and 0",zESn such that p(q)=R~,~(q) (respectively, P~,~(q)). We will often find it 
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convenient to identify S(T) with Sir I for T c_ P. We will do this by identifying ti with i, 
def R for i=  1 . . . . .  r, if {tl . . . . .  tr}< def T. SO, for example, R5294,a592(q ) = 3142,2341(q). 
3. The R-polynomials 
In this section we describe a combinatorial rule for the computation of the 
R-polynomials of Sn. Other combinatorial rules for the computation of the R-polynomials 
appear in [13,9]. We have chosen this particular one because it requires a minimal 
amount of background. Before stating the rule rigorously and in full generality we 
prefer to illustrate it on an example, as we believe that this will make the general 
definition more easily understandable (and maybe even superfluous). 
Let u =2147563, and v= 6157243. We compute a polynomial Ru, v(q) as follows. 
We first check (e.g., using Theorem 2.1) that u<v (if u~ v then ku.v(q) de f 0, if u = v 
then ku, v(q) de f 1, and we are done). I f  u<v then we locate the largest integer that 
does not occupy the same position in both u and v. In this case this is 6 since 7 
does occupy the same position (namely, the fourth) in both u and v. We now look 
at the positions that this integer (in our case, 6) occupies in u and v. In our case 
these are the sixth and first positions (it can be proved from Theorem 2.1 (see, [4, 
Proposition 3.4]) that the position in u is always to the right of the one in v because 
u < v). Next we find all the increasing subsequences in u that start at the first position 
and end at the sixth position. In our case there are four such subsequences, namely, 
26, 246, 256, and 2456. We now 'rotate' one step 'to the right' each one of these 
subsequences in u to obtain 4 new permutations U (1), U (2), U (3), U (4). In our case we 
have u O) = 6147523, u (2) = 6127543, u (3) = 6147253 and u (4) = 6127453 (where we 
have underlined, for emphasis, the elements that we have 'rotated' in each case). Then 
the polynomial Ru, v(q) is given by 
ku, v(q) = qku,~,v(q) + q2R,,2~,v(q) + qZRu,3~,t,(q ) + q3Ru,4, v(q ) (4) 
(where the exponent of the power of q that multiplies k~,~,~(q) is the number of 
elements that have been 'rotated' to obtain u (;), minus one). It is not hard to see that 
this algorithm will eventually stop. 
We now describe the algorithm rigorously. Given u, v E S, and i , j  E [n] we let 
d(u, v) def max{/E [n]: u-1(i) ¢ v-l (i)}, (5) 
cgi,j(u) ~f {(u(il) . . . . .  u(ik)): k C [n], i=  il < .. .  < ik = j  
and u( i l )< . . .  <u(ik)} (6) 
and k(u) be the length of the largest cycle of u. Then our algorithm can be stated as 
follows. 
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Definition 3.1. Let u, v E S,. Then 
0 if u~v,  
k.,~(q) def ~ ,,~k(w)- 1~ /,.f~ = /---.w~%_,~),_~u) ~ w~,v~u~ if u<v, (7) 
1 if u=v,  
where d ~f d(u, v). 
We say that p(q)6  Z[q] is an R-polynomial if there are n 6 P and u, v 6 S. such 
that p(q) = R.,~(q). 
Once the polynomial k.,~(q) has been computed it is a simple matter to compute 
the polynomial R~,v(q), thanks to the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let u, v E Sn, then 
Ru, v(q) = q'~'Y""J Ru, v(q 1/2 - q-l/2). 
The preceding theorem is proved in [4, Corollary 3.8]. Because of this result we 
will usually translate freely between the R-polynomials and the R-polynomials without 
further comment. 
To illustrate the algorithm again we finish the computation of/~2147563,6157243(q) that 
we have started at the beginning of this section. We compute first ku,~,v(q ). Since 
u<l)gv we have 
ku,,,v(q)=O. (8) 
To compute ku~2j~(q) note that, using the notations (5) and (6), we have d=5,  
(uC2))-l(d) = 5, v - l (d )=3,  and (g3,5(6127543)--{(2,5)}. Hence 
/~u( 2),v (q) = q/~6157243, 6157243 (q)" (9) 
For Ru~3),v(q) we have d = 5, (u(3))- l(d)= 6, v - l (d )= 3, and ~3,6(6147253)= {(4, 5)). 
Hence 
/~ut3~, v(q) ---- q/~6157243, 6157243 (q). (10) 
Finally, for Ru~4~,v(q ) we have that d=5,  (u~4))-l(d)=6, v - l (d )=3,  and 
(g3,6(6127453) = {(2, 5), (2, 4, 5)}. Hence 
Rutg),v(q) = q/~6157423,6157243(q) %- 2/~6157243,6157243(q). (11 ) 
Putting (4), (8)-(11) together we therefore obtain that 
Ru, v(q) = (2q 3 + q5)/~6157243,6157243(q) -q- q4/~6157423,6157243(q)- (12) 
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But 6157423~ 6157243, hence from (12) and Definition 3.1 we obtain our final result, 
R2147563,6157243(q) ---- q5 + 2q3. (13) 
As an exercise the reader may want to compute R5213674,6725134(q) (the result is q7 _1_ 
2q5). 
The algorithm illustrated in this section can be easily implemented on a computer, 
and a Maple version of it is available from the author upon request. 
4. Combinatorial properties of the R-polynomials 
In this section we survey some of the main combinatorial properties that are known 
for the R-polynomials of the symmetric groups. 
We begin with the following fundamental property of the R-polynomials. 
Theorem 4.1. Let u, vESn, and iE [n -  1] be such that v(i)>v(i + 1). Then 
{ ku(i,i+l),v(i,i+l)(q) i f  u(i)>u(i + 1), 
ku, v(q) = Ru(i, i+l),v(i, i+l)(q) + qRu, v(i,i+l)(q) if u(i)<u(i + 1). 
(14) 
The above result follows easily from (and, in fact, is equivalent o) Theorem 3.2 
using well-known properties of the Hecke algebra (see, e.g., [17, Section 7.5]). It can 
also be proved combinatorially from Definition 3.1 (see, [4, Theorem 3.7]). Note that, 
since inv(v(i,i+ 1))= inv(v)-  1 (as v(i)>v(i+ 1)) one can use (14) as an inductive 
procedure to compute ku, v(q). However, the reader can easily convince herself of 
the advantages of (7) over (14) by computing (13) using Theorem 4.1. Note that 
Theorem 4.1 shows that it is enough to compute the R-polynomials ku,~(q) for pairs 
u, v such that D(u)AD(v)=O. 
From (14) it is easy to deduce the fundamental facts that Ru, v(q) is a monic poly- 
nomial of degree inv(v) - inv(u) and that 
[qk](ku,,,(q)) = 0 
unless k -  inv(v) -  inv(u) (mod2). Thus there exist (necessarily unique) polynomials 
Qu,,,(q) E N[q] such that 
k~,~(q) = [ Qu'o(q2) if inv(v) - inv(u) -0  (mod 2), 
(15) 
L qQu,~,(q 2) otherwise. 
On these latter polynomials the following can be proved from (14) (see, [5, Proposi- 
tion 6.1] or [9, Proposition 5.3]). 
Proposition 4.2. Let u, v E Sn. Then Q,,v(q) has no internal zeros. 
There are four more general facts on the R-polynomials which we wish to mention. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let  u, v E ,7,. Then the fol lowin9 are equivalent: 
(i) Ru, v(q) = qinv(v)-inv(u); 
(ii) [u, v] does not contain any interval isomorphic to $3. 
The implication ( i i )~  (i) of the above result was first proved in [4, Theorem 4.8] 
while the converse was proved by Haiman and Kalai [15]. Theorem 4.3 was later 
generalized in [5, Theorem 6.3]. 
Theorem 4.4. Let  u, v, a, z E Sn be such that u <<, cr <~ z <<, v. Then 
Ru, v(q) - qinv(v)-inv(r)+inv(a)-inv(u)Ra, z(q) E N[q]. (16) 
The above result appears in [7, Corollary 5.5]. 
Proposition 4.5. Let  u, v E S,. Then 
Ru, v(q) = ku-~,v-, (q) = R,+l-o(l)...,,+l-~(,),,~+l-uO)...,+l-u(,)(q) 
= Rv(n)...v(1),u(n)...uo)(q). (17) 
The above result can be proved easily using properties of the Hecke algebra (see 
[17, Proposition 7.6]) and also from (14). 
The following fact is easy to prove algebraically (see, [17, Proposition 7.8(c)]), and 
a combinatorial proof of it would undoubtedly be very interesting. 
Proposition 4.6. Let  a, z E Sn, a < z. Then 
(-1)inv(a)ka, a(q)ka,~(q)=O. (18) 
aE[cr, T] 
Aside from establishing eneral properties of them, one is of course interested in the 
explicit computation of the R-polynomials. Simple examples how that R-polynomials 
do not, in general, factor, so a general closed formula for them does not exist. For 
example, R12345,54321(q)= q2(1 + 5q 2 + 10q4+ 6q6+ qS), and g123456,654321(q)= 3(1 + 
9q2 + 39q4 + 57q6 + 36q8 + 10ql0 + ql2), and these factors are irreducible over Q. 
Nonetheless, there are several general classes of permutations in Sn for which explicit 
simple formulas exist. We now survey the main results known in this direction. 
Theorem 4.7. Let  a E Sn and w E ~t.,j(g) for  some i , j  E [n]. Then 
k~,w~(q) = qk(W)-l(q2 + 1 )(1/2)(d-k(w)+l), 
where d ~f inv(wa) - inv(a). 
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The proof of the above result (which is based on (7) and (14)) can be found in [4, 
Theorem 4.6]. So Theorem 4.7 allows us to conclude 'by inspection' that, for example, 
Re, n2 . . . . .  l l (q )=q(q  2 + 1) n-2. 
One other result of a similar nature 
Theorem 4.1 is the following. 
(19) 
that can be proved using Definition 3.1 and 
Theorem 4.8. Let u, v E Sn, u <~ v, be such that D(u), D(v) D_ [2, n - 2]. Then 
qa(q2 + 1)l/2(d-a) 
Ru, v(q) = 
qa 
if  [n + 1 - u(n), v(1 )] N [v(n), n + 1 - u(1 )] # 0 
and v(n) + u(1)<n + 1 <v(1) + u(n), 
otherwise, 
where a def ]u(1)+ v(1)-  n -  II + lu(n)+ v(n) -  n -  I I -  1, and d ~f inv(v)- inv(u). 
The above result appears in [24, Theorem 3]. 
5. The Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
In this section we describe and illustrate a combinatorial rule for the computation of 
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of Sn. Another combinatorial rule for the computation 
of these Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials appears in [10]. As in Section 3, we have chosen 
to present the one that requires the minimum amount of background. 
Let 5¢ be the real vector space of all Laurent polynomials in q with real coefficients. 
For j E Q define an operator Uj : 5e ~ ~e by letting 
Uj aiqi de~ ~ aiq'. 
i>>.j 
Note that Uj is linear and idempotent and that Uj = UFj ] , for all j C Q. 
Given fll .... ,fls C P we define a polynomial 7#,,...,~s(q) inductively as follows: 
y~l,...,13s(q) de=f (q--1)y~l-l,~2,...,~s(q)+ U(n+l)/2(qn-l(1--q)YB,-l ,&,.. . ,~s(~)) 
def 
if fll >/2 (where n = fll +""  + fls), 
(qn-ly (~) )  ])flh...,fls(q) de=f (q _ 1)Un/2 ~ fl2,...,fls 
if fll = 1 and s>~2, 
def 
Yl(q) = -1. 
So, for example, 
y , , l (q )=(q- -1 )U , (qy , (~) )=(q-1)U l ( -q )=-q2+q 
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and hence 
( (1 ?2,1(q)=-q 3+2q 2 -q+U2 q2(1 -q)  -~-~+ 
= _q3 + 2q2 _ q + U2(_q2 + 2q - 1) 
= _q3 + q2 _ q. 
The polynomials ?~l,...,p,(q) are the basic ingredients for the computation of the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. As done in Section 3, we prefer to illustrate the algo- 
rithm on a specific example before stating it rigorously in general. 
Let u=2147563, v=6157243. We check first that u<v (otherwise the algorithm 
stops, and P,,v(q)=0 if u~v, P~,v(q)-- 1 if u=v). We then construct a labeled di- 
rected graph B(u,v) by taking {trESn: u<~tr<~v} asvertex set and putting a directed 
edge from a to z labeled 2(a,z) def ~-~-11( n _ k) + ( j  - i) if and only if z=a( i , j )  
for some l<<.i<j<~n such that a(i)<a(j) .  In our case we obtain the labeled di- 
rected graph depicted in Fig. 2. Now, to each directed path (a0,al . . . . .  ak) in B(u,v) 
from u to v we associate a sequence of positive integers (fll,...,fls) by 'cutting' 
the path at vertex ai if and only if 2(ai-l,ai)>2(ai, ai+l) and counting the lengths 
of the 'pieces' thus obtained, along the direction of the path. For example, for the 
path (2147563,2147653,6147253,6157243) we obtain the pieces (2147563,2147653) 
and (2147653,6147253,6157243) and hence fll = 1, fl2=2. Doing this for all the di- 
rected paths from 2147563 to 6157243 in Fig. 2 (there are 62 such paths) we ob- 
tain the following multiset of compositions J / /= {(3)2,(2, 1)3,(1,2)3,(1, ,I)2,(5) 1, 
(4, 1)2, (3,2)4, (2, 3)4,(1,4)2, (3, 1, 1)3, (1,3, 1) 4, (1, 1,3)3,(2,2, 1)6,(2, 1,2) 4, (1,2,2) 6, 
(2,1,1,1)2,(1,2,1,1)4,(1,1,2,1)4,(1,1,1,2)2,(1,1,1,1,1)1}. (where we use multiset 
notation as in [25, p. 15]). Then the polynomial Pu, v(q) is given by 
Pu, v(q)=_ ~ q(l/2)(inv(v)-inv(u)-131)~3(q). 
In our case one obtains that P2147563,6157243(q) = --q(2~3 +372,1 +371,2 +2?1,1,1 )--q°(?5 + 
2?4,1 +4?3,2 + 4?2,3 + 271,4 + 3?3,1,1 +471,3,1 +371,1,3 + 6?2,2,1 +4?2,1,2 + 6?1,2,2 + 2?2,1,1,1 
+4~1,2,1,1 +471,1,2,1 +271,1,1,2) = --q(2(2q-- 1)+ 3(--q 3 +q2-  q) + 3(q3 _ q2) + 2(0) ) 
--q°[(--5q2 + 4q -- 1) +2(--q 5 + 3q 4 -- 2q 3 + 3q 2 -- q) + 4(q 5 -- 3q4+ 2q 3 -- q2) + 
4(--q 5 + 4q 4 -- 3q 3 + 2q 2) + 2(q 5 -- 4q 4 + 3q 3) + 3(0) +4(q 4 -- q3) + 3(0) + 6(--q 4 + 
q3 _ q2) + 4(0) + 6(0) + 2(0) + 4(0) + 4(0) + 2(0)] = 1. 
In general, given u, v E Sn we construct B(u, v) exactly as above. Then for any di- 
rected path F = (a0 .. . . .  ak) in B(u,v) we let 
= (/~1 . . . . .  f l~) ,  
where s, fll ..... fls E P are such that fll +""  + fls ~- k and ~,(ai-1, ai ) > 2(ai, ai+l ) i f  and 
only if i=fl l  + . . .  +flj for some 1 <~j<<.s- 1. Then the above algorithm is expressed 
by the following result. 
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[5 ,1,4,  
[5,1,2, 
Fig. 2. The labeled irected graph B(2147563, 6157243) (all edges are directed from bottom to top). 
Theorem 5.1. Let  u, v E Sn, u < v. Then 
Pu, v(q) = ( -  1 )inv(v)-inv(u) E q(l/2)(inv(v)-inv(u)-l(F)))~(F)(q) ' 
F 
where F runs over all directed paths in B(u, v) from u to v. 
The proof of the preceding theorem is rather involved and appears in [7, Corol- 
lary 4.6] (where B(u, v) is used with a slightly different meaning than here). 
It is worth noting that once the directed graph B(u, v) is constructed then one obtains 
also P,,,(q), for any a, zE[u,v], at almost no extra 'cost'. We invite the reader to 
compute, using Fig. 2 and the previous example as a 'table' of the polynomials Y/~,...,B, 
for/~1 +""  + fls ~<5, P4127563,6157243(q) (the answer is 1). The reader may also want 
to check her understanding of the algorithm described in this section by computing 
ela325,45312(q) (there are 136 paths in this case and the answer is 1 + q2). 
The algorithm illustrated in this section can be easily implemented on a computer, 
and a Maple version of it is available from the author upon request. 
6. Combinatorial properties of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
In this section we survey some of the main combinatorial properties that are known 
for the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of the symmetric groups. Because of their im- 
portance in the representation theory of Hecke algebras, and in the algebraic geometry 
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and topology of Schubert varieties, Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials have been widely 
studied (see, e.g., [11]) and many properties of them are known. However, almost all 
these properties are proved either geometrically or algebraically. For most of them we 
believe that a combinatorial proof using Theorem 5.1 would be very interesting and 
illuminating. 
We begin with the following fact which is usually taken as part of the definition of 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials (see, e.g., [17, Theorem 7.9] or [18, Section 2.2]) but 
which is quite mysterious from the point of view of Theorem 5.1. 
Proposition 6.1. Let u, v E S~, u < v. Then deg(Pu, v(q)) ~< ½(inv(v) - inv(u) - 1 ). 
We mentioned in Section 1 that the Kazhdan-Lusztig and R-polynomials are very 
closely related. The next result makes this precise. 
Theorem 6.2. Let u, v E Sn, u <. v. Then 
qinV(v)-inv(u)e, (~)  u,v ---- ~ Ru,a(q)Pa, v(q). 
u<~a<~v 
(20) 
The preceding theorem can be either taken as part of a possible definition of the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials (see, e.g., [18, Section 2.2] or [27, Corollary 6.7, and 
Example 6.9]), or proved algebraically (see, e.g., [17, Section 7.10, Eq. (21)]). Note 
that the last two results can be used to compute Pu, v(q) inductively (by induction on 
inv(v) - inv(u)), using the facts that Pu, v(q)=O if u ~v, and P~,v(q)= 1 if u=v,  as 
initial conditions. The r ader can easily convince herself that this method is usually not 
as efficient as that described in the previous section by computing e2147563,6157243(q) in 
this second way. 
There is one other recurrence relation for Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials which is 
sometimes useful. For u, v E Sn let 
~f ~ [q(l/2)(inv(v)-inv(u)- l)](pu ,v(q)) if u < v, 
#(u, ) /) [ 0 otherwise. 
Theorem 6.3. Let u, vESn, u<~v, and iE[n  - 1] be such that v( i )>v( i  + 1). Then 
l - -¢  C Pu, v(q) = q eu(i,i+l),v(i,i+l)(q) + q Pu, v(i,i+o(q) 
- ~ #(z, v(i, i + 1 ))q½(tfv)-l(z))Pu, z(q), 
{z: z(i)>z(i+l)} 
def def 
where c = 1 i f  u( i )>u( i  + 1), and c = 0 otherwise. 
A proof of the preceding result can be found, e.g., in [17, Section 7.11, Eq. (23)]. 
An important immediate consequence of Theorem 6.3 is the following. 
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Corollary 6.4. Let u, vESn, u<~v, and iE[n  - 1] be such that v( i )>v( i  + 1). Then 
Pu,~,(q) =Pu(i,i+l),v(q). 
So, for example, P2147563,6157243(q)=Plz45736,6157243(q), and 
Pu . . . .  1...321(q) = 1 (21) 
for all u E S,. Thus, Corollary 6.4 shows that it is enough to compute Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials Pu, v(q) for pairs u, v E S, such that D(v)C_ D(u) (say). 
The following partial analogue of Proposition 4.5 holds for Kazhdan-Lusztig poly- 
nomials. 
Proposition 6.5. Let u, v E S~. Then 
Pu, v(q) = Pu-~,v-' (q) -- P,+ l-u(,)...,+l-u(U,,+l-o(,)...,+l-v(l)(q). (22) 
Proofs of the equalities in (22) appear in [5, Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4]. Note that the 
other equalities in Proposition 4.5 fail for Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. For example, 
P1234,4231(q) = 1 + q but P1324,4321(q) = 1. 
Recently, the following extraordinary analogue of Theorem 4.4 for Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials has been proved by Braden and MacPherson [3]. 
Theorem 6.6. Let u, v, w E S, be such that u <<, v <<, w. Then 
P,,w(q) - Pv, w(q) E N[q]. 
As an immediate consequence one obtains the following highly non-trivial result, 
Corollary 6.7. Let u, v E S,. Then Pu, o( q ) E N[q]. 
The preceding result had been conjectured by Kazhdan and Lusztig in [18, p. 166] 
and first proved by them in [19]. 
There are two further general esults on Kazhdan-Lusztig and R-polynomials which 
we wish to mention. Given u, v E Sn let 
G , , def qinv(a)-inv(u) 
[u,vltq) = 
u<~a<<.v 
(i.e., the rank generating function of [u, v], as a graded poset). 
Proposition 6.8. Let u, v E Sn, u <. v. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Pa,~(q) = 1 for  all a, z E [u, v]; 
(ii) R~,~(q) = ( -  1 )inv(~)-inv(~)G[o,~](-q) for  all a, z E [u, v]. 
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Fig. 3. The tree associated to (23). 
Theorem 6.9. Let u, v E Sn, u <<. v. Then the followin9 are equivalent: 
(i) [u, v] does not contain any interval isomorphic to $3; 
(ii) Pu, v(q) = 9([u, v]*; q). 
The preceding results are proved in [5]; see Proposition 5.6, and Theorem 6.3. 
As for the R-polynomials, aside from establishing general properties of the Kazhdan- 
Lusztig polynomials there is also interest in their explicit computation for particular 
classes of permutations. We now survey what is known in this direction. 
As observed after Corollary 6.4, it is enough to compute Kazhdan-Lusztig polyno- 
mials Pu, v(q) for pairs u, v E S, such that D(v) c_ D(u). This suggests that the 'easier' 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials to compute should be those where D(v) is 'large'. This 
is indeed confirmed not only by (21), but also by most of the results that are actually 
known. 
Let u ESn be such that JD(u)[ =n-  1 (such a permutation is sometimes called a 
Grassmannian permutation). Then u(1 ) > ... > u(i) < u(i + 1 ) for a unique i E [n - 1 ]. 
We associate to u a word fi in the alphabet {(, )} by letting the jth letter of fi be an open 
parenthesis if and only i f j  = u(a) for some a E [i]. For example, if u = 83276541 then 
i=  3 and fi = )(())))(. We now associate to each word in {(, )} a tree by 'matching the 
parentheses'. An example should illustrate the process more clearly than a description 
in words. Consider the word )((()((())(())))()) then we obtain the following 'matching' 
of its parentheses 
)((() (( ())(())))  ()) 
(23) 
and this can clearly be encoded by the tree in Fig. 3 (where each vertex, except he 
root, corresponds to a matching pair (...) and a vertex is a descendant of another if 
and only if its pair is enclosed by the other pair). 
Note that the leaves of this tree are in bijection with the factors () of the word. 
Given a word in {(, )} we may also associate to it a path in Z × Z by interpreting 
each ')' as a (1, 1)-step and each '(' as a (1,-1)-step in Z × Z. For example, the path 
associated to (23) is depicted in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. The path associated to (23). 
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Fig. 5. The tree associated to ))OO(- 
Now let u,v C S,, u<<.v, be two Grassmannian permutations such that D(u)=D(v) 
and D(v -1 ) = D(u-1). It is then easy to see that u ~< v if and only if the path associated 
to u lies entirely below the one associated to v. We now associate to each leaf of the 
tree associated to v the vertical distance (divided by 2, since it is always even) from 
the corresponding valley (recall that leafs correspond to factors () in the word and 
hence to valleys in the path), in the path associated to v, to the path associated to u. 
We denote by T(u/v) the tree associated to v together with this labeling of its leaves, 
and by E(u/v) its edge set. A function f :  E(u/v)~ N is then called admissible for 
T(u/v) if: 
(i) f weakly increases along any path from the root; 
(ii) the value of f at the final edge of each path from the root does not exceed the 
label of the corresponding leaf. 
We let If] de__f ~xCE(u/v) f(x). We then have the following result, whose proof appears 
in [21] (see also [28]). 
Theorem 6.10. Let u, vES, be such that ID(u) l : lD(v ) l=n-  1, D(u)=D(v), 
D(v-I)C_D(u-l), and u<<.v. Then 
P~,,(q)=Eq If I, 
f 
where the sum is over all functions f :E(u/v)~ N that are admissible for T(u/v). 
We illustrate the preceding theorem with an example. Suppose u= 5437621, and 
v = 7536421. Then the associated words are fi = ))((()) and ~ -- ))()()(. The tree asso- 
ciated to ~ is therefore the one in Fig. 5, the paths associated to 5 and 6 are those in 
Fig. 6 and hence the labels of the two leaves of the tree in Fig. 5 are 0 and 1. 
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Fig. 6. The paths associated m ))((0)  and ) )00(-  
Fig. 7. The two T(u/v)-admissible maps from E(u/v) to N. 
Thus, there are only two functions f :E (u /v )  ~ N admissible for T(u/v), illustrated 
in Fig. 7, and hence 
P5437621,7536421(q) : 1 + q. (24) 
Note that the above theorem does indeed cover all the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomi- 
als of two Grassmannian permutations. In fact, let v, tr E Sn be such that r ~< v and 
[D(a)[ = [D(v)[ = n - 1. Then by Corollary 6.4 there exists a unique z E Sn such that 
tr <<. ~ <<. v, D(z)= D(v), and 
P,, v(q) =P,,v(q). (25) 
Similarly, by Corollary 6.4 there exists a unique u E S~ such that z - l  ~<u -1 ~<v -1, 
D(v- l )C  D(u-1), and 
P,-l,v-i (q) = Pu-,,~-l(q) (26) 
(note that then necessarily D(u)=D(z)) .  Hence, by (25), (26), and Proposition 6.5, 
P,,v(q) = Pu, v(q) 
and u, vES~ now satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 6.10. For example, 
if v=7536421 and a=5421763, then z=5427631, hence z -1 =7362154 and since 
v-1=7635241 we conclude that u-1=7632154 and therefore that u=5437621. 
Thus  P5421763,7536421(q) ~--- e5427631,7536421(q) = P7362154,7635241(q) = e7632154,7635241(q) = 
e5437621,7536421(q) = 1 + q, by (24). 
Theorem 6.11. Let u, v E Sn, u<<.v, be such that [2 ,n -  2] C_D(v). Then 
1 if v(1)<v(n), or v(n)<<.u(1), or v(1)>~u(n), 
P~'~(q) = 1 + q~(l)-o(~) otherwise. 
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Theorem 6.12. Let u, vES,, u<<.v, be such that D(v)C_ {1,n -  1}. Then 
pu,~(q) = (1 +q)r,  
where r def: [{Z E Iv(n) + 1, V(1) -- 2]: Ei=lZ u( i ) :  (z+12) }l- 
The last two results appear in [24, Theorems 1 and 2]. Theorem 6.12 implies, as a 
special case, a conjecture of Haiman [16]. 
Let zESm and aES~ (n>>.m). Recall that a is said to be z-avoidinff if there are no 
1 ~<il <i2< ... <im<~n such that 
a(i~(l)) < o'(i~(2) ) < . ." < ~r(i,(m) ).
Theorem 6.13. Let v E S,. Then the followin9 are equivalent: 
(i) Pe, v(q)= 1; 
(ii) Pu, v(q) = 1 for all u<v; 
(iii) v is 3412-avoiding and 4231-avoidin#. 
The equivalence of (iii) and (ii) is proved in [20], while the equivalence of (i) and 
(ii) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.6. 
We conclude this section with two explicit formulas for Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomi- 
als that are obtained from Theorem 6.9 (see [5, Corollaries 6.8 and 6.9]). We denote 
by Ba and Qd the lattice of faces of a d-simplex (i.e., a Boolean algebra of rank d) 
and of a d-dimensional cube, respectively. 
Corollary 6.14. Let u, vESn be such that [u,v]~-Ba (as posets). Then Pu:(q)= 1. 
Corollary 6.15. Let u, v E Sn be such that [u, v] "~ Q~ (as posets) where d de f I (V )  - -  
l (u ) -  1. Then 
la/2J l (d ) (2 (dd i ) ) (q_ l ) i "  
Pu, v(q) = Y~ d - i + 1 
i=0 
(27) 
Equivalently, [qi](pu, v(q)) is the number of plane trees with d + I vertices such t at 
exactly i vertices have >_.2 sons, for all i E N. In particular, deg(Pu, v(q)) = [d/2J. 
7. Conjectures and open problems 
In this section we discuss several conjectures and open problems on the Kazhdan- 
Lusztig and R-polynomials of the symmetric groups, together with the evidence xisting 
in their favor. 
We begin by discussing the R-polynomials. The fundamental problem here (as with 
any other family of polynomials) is that of characterizing them. Proposition 4.2 gives 
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a necessary condition f r a polynomial to be an R-polynomial. Other necessary condi- 
tions can be derived from Definition 3.1. For example, it is not hard to show, using 
Definition 3.1, and Theorem 4.1, that 
[q](/~a,~) < 1 
and 
[qZl(Ra, r) ~<2, 
for all a, z E Sn. These properties, however, are far from being also sufficient, as simple 
examples how. In this respect, we feel that the following necessary condition holds. 
Conjecture 7.1. Let u, v E Sn. Then Qu, v(q) is log-concave. 
We have verified Conjecture 7.1 for n~<6. 
If one computes a few R-polynomials one is led to conjecture that (-1 )inv(v)-inv(u) 
Ru, v(-q) E N[q] (in fact, a stronger conjecture had been made by Gabber and Joseph, 
see [2]). This, however, is false, as noted in [2]. For example, R124356,564312(q)= 1 - 
5q + 11 q2 _ 13q 3 + 8q 4 -- q5 _ 2q6 _ q7 + 8q8 _ 13q 9 + 11 q 10 __  5ql 1 _]_ q 12.  Nonetheless, 
we feel that the following holds. 
Conjecture 7.2. Let u, v E Sn. Then 
R~,~(q) E N[q]. 
a, re[u, v] 
(28) 
We have verified that Conjecture 7.2 holds for n~<5. 
Note that the coefficients of qinv(v)-inv(u) and of q0 in ~a, Te[u, vlRa,,(q) are always 
nonnegative since R~,~(q) is a monic polynomial of degree inv(Q - inv(a) and 
E Ro, r(O)---- E E (-1)inv(O-inv(a) 
a,~E[u,v] aE[u,v] ~E[a,v] 
= ~ 6~,v 
o ~ [u, v] 
= 1, 
where we have used the fact that [u, v] is an Eulerian poset. Also, it can be proved 
[8] that the coefficient of q in ~,~[u,v] R~,~(q) is always nonnegative. Also note that, 
as it is easy to verify 
R~,,(1)=l[u, vll 
a,~[u,v] 
which suggests that, if Conjecture 7.2 holds, then (28) should enumerate th elements 
of [u, v] aceording to some statistics. 
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As partial evidence in favor of Conjecture 7.2 we mention the following results. 
Proposition 7.3. Let u, v E S,, be such that Pu,~(q) = 1. Then 
R~,r(q) = G[u, vl*(q). 
a,~E[u,v] 
Proof. From Theorem 6.6 and our hypothesis we conclude that P~,v(q)= 1 for all 
z E [u, v]. Hence, from Theorem 6.2 we have that 
Z R~,~(q)= Z Z R~,~(q)P~,~(q) 
~r, zE[u,v] ~rE[u,v] ~E[~r, v]
: Z "/''inv(v)-inv(a)p'cr'v (~)
~r E [u, v] 
: Z qinV(v)-inv(a). [] 
~rE [u, v] 
Thus Conjecture 7.2 holds, e.g., if v=n n - 1 ... 3 2 1 (by (21)). If [u,v] does 
not contain any interval isomorphic to $3 then by Theorem 4.3 we have that 
Ra, z(q) = ~ ~ (q -1 )  inv(z)-inv(a): ~ G[~,v](q-1). (29) 
a, zE[u,v] aE[u,v] ~E[a,v] u<~cf<~v 
This expression does not make it clear whether Conjecture 7.2 holds for these intervals 
[u, v] or not. However, it does imply Conjecture 7.2 in at least two cases. 
Proposition 7.4. Let u, v E Sn be such that [u, v] ---- Bd. Then 
R~,~(q) = (q + 1)d. 
,r, ~[u,v] 
Proposition 7.5. Let u, v E Sn be such that [u, v] "~ * = Qd. Then 
R~,~(q) = (2q + 1)d + (q _ 1)(q + 1 )d + 1. 
a, zE[u,v) 
(30) 
Proof. Since [u,v] ~ Q~ there follows that [a,v]* ~ Qt(v)-l(a)-t 
Therefore 
G[a,v](q- 1) = ~ (q -  1) l(x)-t(~ 
x~[a,v] 
l(v)--l(a)-- 1 
= (q _ 1)l(v)_l(a) + y~ 2l(v)_l(a)_l_ k ( l (v ) -  lk(a ) - 
k=0 
× (q - 1)l(vl-t(a)-l-k 
for all a E [u, v). 
1) 
= (q  -- 1)  l(v)- l(a) + (2q - 1) t(v)-t(a)-~ 
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for all a E [u, v), where we have used the well known (and easy to see) fact that a
d-dimensional cube has 2 a-k (d) faces of dimension k, for k = 0 .. . . .  d - 1. Hence, we 
conclude from (29) that 
Z Ra, r(q)= Z G[a,vl(q-1) 
a, ZE [u, V] aE [u, v] 
= 1 + ~ ( (q -  I) l(v)-l(a) +(2q-  1) l(v)-l(a)-l) 
aE[u,v) 
d 
: l+~2d-k (~) [ (q - -1 )k+l+(2q- -1 )  k] 
k=0 
= 1 +(q-  1)(q-  1 +2)d+(2q  - 1 +2)  a, 
and (30) follows. [] 
Admittedly, Proposition 7.5 may be empty if d 1>4 (see Conjecture 7.14). However, 
all the results presented in support of Conjecture 7.2 actually hold for any Coxeter 
group, since they only use results which hold in general. Thus these results may be 
seen as evidence of the fact that Conjecture 7.2 may actually hold for any Coxeter 
group, and for this reason we have presented Proposition 7.5 also. 
Probably, the most remarkable conjecture on the R-polynomials is the following, 
which is a special case of a more general conjecture of Lusztig that he made in 1980 
[22] and that has circulated informally since then (see also [12,17, Section 8.6]). 
Conjecture 7.6. Let u,v,a, zESn be such that [u,v]~ [a,z] (as posets). Then Ru, v(q) 
=R~,z(q). 
For example, it s not hard to show, using (18) and Theorem 4.3, that, for u, vESn, 
U~V, 
Ru, v(q) = q3 + Bo(u, v)q 
if l(v) - l(u)= 3, and 
ku, v(q) = q 4 + ½(Bo(u,v) +Bl(u,v))q 2
if l (v ) -  l (u)=4, where Bi(u,v)°e=fi{(a,z)E[u,v]2:l(a)- l(u)=i, [a,z]~S3}[ for 
iE[O,l(v) - l(u) - 3]. Hence, the conjecture holds if l(v) - l (u)<4 (it is open for 
l (v ) -  l(u)~>5). Also, note that Conjecture 7.6 holds if [u,v] does not contain any 
interval isomorphic to $3, by Theorem 4.3. Some more partial evidence in favor of 
Conjecture 7.6 is given in [6], Corollary 3.11. We should also mention that equivalent 
conjectures are obtained by substituting 'R' with 'P' or with 'Q' in Conjecture 7.6, 
as can be seen from (20), and (15). Finally, it is interesting to note, both in respect 
to the characterization problem as well as to Conjecture 7.6, that R-polynomials seem 
to be extremely 'rigid'. For example, there are only 64 distinct polynomials Q~,v(q) 
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arising from the 518400 pairs of elements of $6. This (and Theorem 4.3) certainly 
gives evidence in favor of Conjecture 7.6. 
We conclude this series of conjectures and problems on the R-polynomials by men- 
tioning a conjectured closed formula for a large class of R-polynomials. 
Conjecture 7.7. Let u, vESn be such that u<<.v<<.(i,j) for some i, jE[n], i~ j .  Then 
ku,~(q) = qa(q2 + 1)O/2)(t~)-t(u)-~) 
for some a E N. 
The above conjecture is based on numerical evidence and is known to be true if 
u = e ([8]). 
We believe that many other classes of permutations exist for which the R-polynomials 
have either closed form or nice generating functions. We expect hat finding them will 
depend mainly on computer explorations and on a better understanding of the algorithm 
given in Section 3. 
We now turn to the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. In contrast with the situation for 
the R-polynomials, where most of the results presented in Section 4 have a combina- 
torial proof based on the algorithm in Section 3, almost all of the results in Section 6 
have only geometric or algebraic proofs. Thus a natural general problem is that of 
finding combinatorial proofs (i.e., based on the algorithm in Section 5) for these re- 
sults. In particular, we believe that Proposition 6.1 and Corollary 6.4 ought to have 
such proofs, and that these would yield considerable insight on the combinatorics of 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. 
The algorithm described in Section 5 depends on the polynomials y/~,...,/~,. Despite the 
fact that these polynomials have a rather simple definition, and can be easily computed, 
many of their properties are still not well understood. For example, it s proved in 
[7, Theorem 3.10], that (-1)fl~+/~3+Tfl,,...,/~(-q)EN[q], and this naturally leads to the 
following fundamental problem. 
Problem 7.8. Find a combinatorial interpretation of (-1)#'+fl3+Tfl,,...,/~,(-q), for any 
s,/31 . . . . .  /3s EP. 
A combinatorial interpretation has been found for some alternating sums of the 
7/~t,...,/~s(q)'s obtained by inclusion-exclusion (see [7, Eq. (12) and Theorem 3.16]), but 
Problem 7.8 remains open (cf. the comments at the end of Section 3 in [7]). 
A similar, but certainly much more complicated, problem naturally suggested by 
Corollary 6.7 is the following. 
Problem 7.9. Find a combinatorial interpretation f Pu, v(q) for any u, v E S,. 
As shown by Theorems 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12, such a combinatorial interpretation is 
known only in very special cases. A more modest and preliminary goal is that of 
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finding a combinatorial interpretation for Pu, v(1) (which is also a number of alge- 
braic significance, see, e.g., [21, p. 249], and the references cited there). This, in turn, 
by Theorem 5.1, leads to the problem of finding a combinatorial interpretation for 
7/~,...,/~s(1). Even this problem is open at present. However, we feel that the following 
holds. 
Conjecture 7.10. 1 Let nEP. Then y2n(1) : ~)2n+l(1) = (-1)n+lfn, where Cn : (1/(n+ 
1))(2n ~) is the nth Catalan number. 
For s >1 2 we have no explicit conjecture for Y#l,...,#s (1), however, numerical evidence 
suggests very strongly that the numbers 7#~,...,p,(1) always factor very nicely, so an 
explicit closed formula for them appears possible. 
The problem of characterizing Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials appears extremely hard, 
though it may very well have an extremely simple answer. In fact, it is possible that 
any polynomial with normegative integer coefficients and constant term equal to 1 is a 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial. However, based on numerical evidence, we believe that 
this is not true. In fact, we conjecture the following. 
Conjecture 7.11. 1 W 5q + 2q 2 is not a Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial (i.e., there are no 
nEP and u, vESn such that Pu, v(q)= 1 + 5q + 2q2). 
We have verified the above conjecture for n ~<8. 
Just as for the R-polynomials, there is interest in upper bounds for the coefficients 
of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. We present here three conjectures, in order of 
decreasing strength. 
Conjecture 7.12. Let nEP and u, VESn be such that deg(Pu, v )= l ( l (v ) -  l (u ) -  1). 
Then [qk](Pu, v)<<.A(½(l(v ) - l(u) + 1);k) for all kEN. 
Here A(n,k) (n, kEN) denotes an Eulerian number (i.e., A(n,k)ae=fl{aESn: 
d(tr)--k}l, for O<~k<~n- 1 and nEP). This conjecture was motivated by (at the time 
rather scarce) numerical evidence. It is proved in [6, Corollary 3.10], that, for each 
k E N, there exists a constant Ck such that Conjecture 7.12 holds for all permutations u, v 
such that inv(v) - inv(u)>ck. Conjecture 7.12 implies, for k = ½(inv(v) - inv(u) - 1), 
the following one. 
Conjecture 7.13. Let u, vESn. Then [q(l/2)(inv(v)-inv(u)-l)](eu, v)<~ 1. 
This conjecture has circulated informally for several years and is known as the 
(0,1)-conjecture (see, e.g., [14]). The conjecture holds for n~<8. Notice that 
I This conjecture has recently been proved by D. Zeilberger, 'Catalan strikes again, and again', preprint, 
1995. 
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Corollary 6.15 shows that [q(l/2)(inv(v)-inv(u)-l)](Pu, v) > 1 if [u, v] --- Q~' and d >/4. Ac- 
cordingly, Conjecture 7.13 implies the following one. 
Conjecture 7.14. There are no n c P and u, v cSn such that [u, v] ~ Q*. 
This conjecture has been verified for n ~< 8. 
We conclude with some conjectured explicit formulas for the Kazhdan-Lusztig poly- 
nomials of some particular classes of permutations. 
Conjecture 7.15. Let nEP, n~>4. Then 
P ln - ln -223 . . .n -3n ,  n - lnn -2123 . . . . .  3(q)= 1 + (n - 4)q 2. (31) 
Conjecture 7.16. Let nEP, n~>5. Then 
Pl ,-1 n-2,-323 .-.,-4n, n-1, n--2n--312...n--n(q) : 1 + (n -- 5)q 3. (32) 
Both conjectures have been verified for n ~<8. It would be interesting to find a 
conjecture that would include both (31) and (32) as special cases. 
Conjecture 7.17. Let n E P, n >i 6. Then 
Pc, n-1 nn-2n-3...4312(q) = 1 -4- qn-3. 
For n E P let 
Fn(q) de_f F~_ t(q) + qF~-2(q), 
where F,(q)def 0 if n<0 and F0(q) def 1. 
Conjecture 7.18. Let nEP, n>~4. Then 
ee, n-1 n 1 2...n--2(q) ----Fn-2(q). 
Conjectures 7.17 and 7.18 have been verified for n~<8 and are due to Haiman ([16]). 
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